HOLA
HOMBRE!
Prescription from
the good Dr. Alderete.
Words by Rachel Jena Illustrations by Dr. Alderete

AN ILLUSTRATOR that calls himself a doctor, who

creates imagery that would not look out of place at
a Mexican wrestling match is sure to grab attention.
Patagonian-born, Mexico-based Dr. Alderete is that
man and his works are comic book-like creations
which capture the zeitgeist of sci-fi movies and
rockabilly.
Fans? He’s got a few. His colourful illustrations
have found their way onto album covers for bands
like Los Fabulosos Cadillacs, Lost Acapulco, and
The Mutants and they’ve also been featured in specialised anthologies like Taschen’s Illustration Now!,
Latin American Graphic Design and Die Gestalten
Verlag’s Los Logos series, Latino.
His work is available to the public via collectible
books edited by the man himself, Mexican Graphics
and Day of the Dead – For those in search of something more personal and permanent, Alderete also
offers exclusive bespoke 1950s retro rockabilly tattoo designs. Dr. Alderete’s works are distinct in
their pulp fictionesque quality and his graphics are
characterised by heavy use of black ink and solid
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For more information and
more of the doctor’s works,
visit www.jorgealderete.com

colour. If Monet’s Waterlilies are more your thing,
you are definitely looking at the wrong artist.
A well-known name in Mexico and beyond, the
illustrator (his mother calls him ‘Jorge’) finds his
inspiration from the city that he calls home. Mexico City’s working class folk, wall graffiti and barios
(neighborhoods) are all embedded in his work and
it is also where he’s set up shop; The good doctor
is owner and co-founder of Vertigo Gallery and the
Isotonic Records label.
When asked what the success behind his images
were, Dr. Alderete cited freedom and the fact that
he didn’t rationalise his work. More importantly, he
added, was that he had fun bringing his images to
life – something, he argues, that would undoubtedly
translate to the viewer.
It’s a simple diagnoses, but one that hits the nail
on the head. Art should stir the senses and heal the
aching soul. Alderete answers the question as to
whether we need a little rock and roll in their lives.
For those intrigued by the Doctors unique work,
you can look forward to his next soon to be released
book and exhibition about Easter Island.
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